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摘    要 
 I 
 
摘    要 
 






期间对超吸积模型之一—中微子主导吸积流（neutrino-dominated accretion flow ，本文统一
简记为 NDAF）模型的研究成果。本文包括三部分：综述部分（第一章），工作部分（第二
章到第四章）和研究展望部分（第五章）。 
    第一章介绍了黑洞的分类和形成；对黑洞吸积理论的发展和现状做了简要论述，并介绍
了四种重要的吸积模型，即 SSD，SLE盘，Slim盘和 ADAF。阐述了关于 GRBs的观测和理
论研究，以及多种可能提供 GRBs中心能源的模型。 
    在第二章中，明确指出在黑洞吸积中，应用牛顿势是不恰当的，必须考虑广义相对论效
应；中微子光厚区域的中微子辐射是重要的，不可忽略；在中微子光厚区域，径移不一定比
中微子冷却更重要，因为径移因子与几何厚度的相关性远高于光学厚度。 





    在第四章中，首先指出对于黑洞吸积盘，如果在垂向平衡中精确地考虑引力作用，那么
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The gamma-ray burst (GRB) is the most drastic burst in the universe known so far. In the past 
decade, lots of remarkable progresses have been made in observations and theoretical researches of 
GRBs. The fireball-shock model has been widely accepted to interpret the gamma-ray and 
afterglow radiation of GRBs, though the central engine of the relativistic fireball is not yet well 
understood, but most popular models for the energy source of GRBs are in common invoking a 
hyperaccreting black hole.  
In this thesis, the observations and theoretical works of GRBs are reviewed, and my own 
studies of a hyperaccretion model, namely the neutrino-dominated accretion flow (NDAF) model 
are introduced. The thesis consists of three parts. The first chapter is the review, the second to the 
fourth chapter are my works, and the last chapter is the prospects. 
The first chapter introduces the sorts and formation of black holes. It briefly reviews the 
current situation and progress of the theory of black hole accretion disks, including four known 
accretion models, namely SSDs, SLE disks, Slim disks and ADAFs. It also reviews the 
observations and theoretical researches of GRBs, and several models to explain the central engine 
of GRBs. 
In the second chapter, I refine the fixed concept in the literature that the usage of the 
Newtonian potential in studies of black hole accretion is invalid and the general relativistic effect 
must be considered. I also show that the contribution to the neutrino radiation from the optically 
thick region of an NDAF is important and should not be ignored. In the optically thick region, 
advection does not necessarily dominate over neutrino cooling because the advection factor is 
relevant to the geometrical depth rather than the optical depth of the flow. 
In the third chapter, it has been calculated that the neutrino optical depth which is dependent 
on the electron fraction, the free nucleon fraction, and the electron degeneracy. I construct a 
bridging formula for the electron fraction that works for various neutrino optical depths, and give 
exact definitions for the free proton fraction and free neutron fraction. The electron degeneracy has 
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with the neutronization processes favored by high temperature, causes the electron fraction to drop 
below 0.1 in the inner region of the disk. The resulting neutrino annihilation luminosity is 
considerably reduced in comparison with that obtained in previous works in which the electron 
degeneracy was not considered and the electron fraction was simply taken to be 0.5, but it is still 
likely to be adequate for GRBs, and it is ejected mainly from the inner region of the disk with an 
anisotropic distribution.  
In the fourth chapter, I show that when the gravitational force is correctly calculated in dealing 
with the vertical hydrostatic equilibrium of black hole accretion disks, the relationship that is valid 
for geometrically thin disks, i.e., S Kc H constantΩ = , where Sc is the sound speed,  KΩ  is the 
Keplerian angular velocity, and H  is the half- thickness of the disk, does not hold for NDAFs. By 
adopting the correct vertical gravitational force in studies of thermal equilibrium solutions, I 
present a unified description of all the three known classes of optically thick accretion disks around 
black holes, namely SSDs, Slim disks and NDAFs. It is found that NDAFs have both a maximal 
and a minimal possible mass accretion rate at their each radius. This may be suggestive of an 
interpretation for the origin of X-ray flares observed in GRBs.  
The fifth chapter deals with some conceiving of the further research. First, I plan to study 
compact binary systems and expect to explain GRBs and their X-ray flares by inflows through the 
inner Lagrangian point and outflows through the outer Lagrangian point, respectively. Second, I 
plan to study the neutrino transfer of NDAFs, which is a difficult problem and has rarely been 
touched.  
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1915 年，Einstein 提出了著名的广义相对论。同年 12 月，德国学者
Schwarzschild 得出了爱因斯坦引力场方程的一个精确解。Schwarzschild 解所描
述的黑洞是指引力场强到任何物质或辐射都无法从中逃逸出来的特殊时空，这个
区域的边界称为视界。视界半径（又称引力半径、Schwarzschild 半径） gR 与其
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M ≠0， J = Q =0 Schwarzchild黑洞 
M ≠0， J ≠0，Q =0 Kerr黑洞 
M ≠0， J =0，Q ≠0 Reissner-Nordstrom黑洞 
M ≠0， J ≠0，Q ≠0 Kerr-Newman黑洞 
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